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Summary

Outlook

•

Take-up totalled 11.1 million square feet in Q4 2018,
the strongest Q4 on record since 2008, and the fifth
strongest quarter over the same period.

•

•

Annual take-up rose by 30% during the year to
reach 35.9 million square feet, the highest level
since 2008 when leasing volumes topped 37 million
square feet.

Precautionary stockpiling ahead of Brexit has had a
lot of resonance in the media but overall a limited
impact on the market so far, with only a few deals
understood to be motivated by stock-hoarding. The
next weeks (or months?) will reveal if stockpiling is
just temporary or could become a permanent feature
of the market.

•

Above-average deal size (191,000 square feet) and
e-commerce (26% of annual take-up) contributed
decisively to the annual result, with Amazon alone
taking 5.3 million square feet.

•

•

Regionally, the East Midlands, South East/East,
North West and North East had a record/near-record
year.

Assuming a smooth transition after Brexit day,
enquiries tracked by Cushman & Wakefield point to
a slower start to the year 2019, with an expected
rebound on the cards thereafter. The level of
enquiries in Q1 should give a better indication of
what to expect for the full year ahead.

•

Whatever the outcome of Brexit, labour availability is
likely to become an increasingly critical factor in site
selection, with four-fifths (81%) of manufacturing
companies recently surveyed by the British
Chamber of Commerce struggling to hire the right
staff in 2018.

•

While 2019 will continue to see a steady inflow of
new spec-built product, the volume of space
currently under construction represents just over a
year of supply at current take-up rates (5.4 million
square feet per annum on average since 2016), an
indication that risks of oversupply are limited.

•

As a result, prime rental growth is expected to
continue, albeit at a slower rate.

•

Total availability rose marginally (3%) over the year
to 58.7 million square feet, while Grade A availability
rose faster (25%) albeit unevenly across the regions,
to 24.7 million square feet.

•

The rise in Grade A availability is primarily
attributable to continued appetite for speculative
development, with circa 6.9 million square feet
scheduled for completion in 2019 as at Q4.

•

Prime rents for larger units rose by 3.3% during
2018, below the five-year annual average of 4.6%,
with London registering the highest annual rate of
growth (5.7%).

•

The prime average yield for the 73 centres
monitored by Cushman & Wakefield edged down by
10bps to 5.13% during the year.

Enquiries; 50,000 square feet+
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Manufacturing & consumer confidence

Economy
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UNCERTAINTY WEIGHS ON CONFIDENCE
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The economy continued to deliver mixed messages
towards the end of the year. The manufacturing PMI
bounced back in December to 54.2, from a 27-month
low of 51.1 in October. Reportedly, this improvement
was primarily driven by an increase in inventories as
businesses stepped up preparations for a “no-deal”
Brexit, rather than a genuine upturn in demand.
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Occupier market
TAKE-UP HITS POST-GFC HIGH
The UK logistics market had a record-breaking year in
2018. Q4 take-up totalled 11.1 million square feet,
taking the annual tally to 35.9 million square feet, the
highest level since 2008 when it reached 37.2 million
square feet. Relative to 2017, take-up rose by 30%.
Interestingly, 2018 saw fewer deals (188) than any of
the calendar years since 2008 except 2009 and 2016,
with volumes primarily driven by deal size (191,000
square feet on average, compared to a five-year
average of 147,000 square feet).
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Take-up by sector

Pure-play e-commerce was the largest contributor to
quarterly and annual take-up, with a share of 31% and
26% respectively. The sector took more space than in
2016 (9.0 million vs 7.1 million square feet), with
Amazon alone contributing circa 5.3 million square feet.
On the supply side, an average void period of circa 9
months for new spec-built space - the lowest since the
start of our records - continues to underpin speculative
development: at the end of 2018, Cushman & Wakefield
was tracking 42 schemes of 50,000 square feet and
above with a scheduled completion date in 2019,
totalling circa 6.9 million square feet, 17% above the
five-year average.
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Million square feet

Similarly, retail sales beat expectations (growing by
+3.8% year-on-year in the three months to November),
although this appears to be due more to heavy
discounting by retailers than to any improvement in
consumer confidence. Interestingly, on-line sales
exceeded the 20% mark for the first time on a nonseasonally-adjusted basis.
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Million square feet

In line with the figure reported by MSCI in December,
prime headline rents for larger units (of 100,000 square
feet and above) rose by 3.3% during 2018, below the
five-year annual average of 4.6%.

Investment market
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MARKET REMAINS RESILIENT

Foreign investors remained active, accounting for a
third of purchases in 2018. US buyers, led by
Blackstone, were the most acquisitive foreign investor
group, with £1.3 billion worth of transactions, down from
£1.6 billion last year. Singapore’s Ascendas REIT drove
Asian investment, expanding its UK logistics holdings
further through the acquisition of the £257 million GULF
portfolio from Griffen Capital.
However, it was domestic capital that sealed the larger
single-asset deals: in Q4 Tritax Big Box paid £147.3
million and £89.3 million to forward-fund Amazon and
Bosch’s new Distribution Centres in the North East and
East Midlands respectively.
Strong demand for prime assets continued to support
valuations, as illustrated by a 10-bps reduction in
Cushman & Wakefield prime average yield to 5.13%
during 2018. Barring any economic shock, the weight of
capital targeting the sector points to pricing for prime
assets remaining firm over the rest of the year.
Nonetheless, a widening spread between bids, and
more cautious underwriting assumptions particularly for
non-prime assets, are indications that investors are
taking stock at this advanced stage of the cycle.
Meanwhile, MSCI’s Index for December shows that
logistics & industrial continued to outperform the rest of
commercial property, posting a total annualised return
of 17.4%, compared to 7.3% for offices and 0% for
retail.

Speculative space U/C

Void period (right axis)
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Investor sentiment around the logistics sector remains
positive. Volumes in Q4 totalled £1.6 billion, taking the
annual 2018 turnover to £6.7 billion, just above five-year
average of £6.5 billion (excluding the acquisition of
Logicor by CIC last year).
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Speculative development & void period

As a result, Grade A availability has increased steadily
during the year by 25%, to 24.7 million square feet (or
44% of the total).
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Take-up & availability

London/South East/East

Take-up across the region totalled 7.4 million square
feet, the highest level since 2008 when demand
topped 9.4 million square feet.

•

Retailers made-up 70% of the 6.4 million square feet
taken in the South East /East submarkets.

•

Reflecting in part a limited land supply, London had
a less spectacular year, with just over a million
square feet transacted, a 30% drop compared to the
five-year average of 1.4 million square feet.

•

•

•

Q4 saw several deals completing in the Heathrow
submarket where Unit 2 at Skyline (73,560 square
feet built in 2016) cemented the prime headline rent
for the area of £15.50/square foot/annum.
E-commerce was less active last year, although
Amazon is now understood to be in advanced
negotiations for Altitude (575,000 square feet) in
Milton Keynes, and a unit in Park Royal, London.
Speculative development continues at a steady
pace, with 2.4 million square feet under construction
in Q4, not far off the volume of space delivered in
2018 (3 million square feet).

•

Of this amount, 2.1 million square feet are underway
outside London, with pockets of development
emerging in the Bedford and Basildon areas.

•

New sites are also being brought forward, including
a 10-acre site in supply-constrained Park Royal
understood to be under offer to Goodman.

•

Total availability has risen steadily to reach 13.4
million square feet (of which 3.2 million is in
London). Of this amount, 1.6 million is nonetheless
understood to be under offer as at Q4.

•

Prime rents for larger units grew by 5.7% and 3.1%
in London and the South East respectively, while
they were stable in the East quadrant.

•

Prime average logistics yields tightened by nearly
15bps in London to 4.4%, and by 7bps in the South
East to 5%, while they were largely stable in the
East at 5.3%.

+6%
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Take-up & availability

West Midlands

An uptick in demand in Q4, with just over a million
square feet transacted, was not enough to rescue a
lacklustre year for the West Midlands: take-up
halved compared to 2017 to 3.2 million square feet,
the lowest amount since our records begun in 2008.

•

This was in part due to reduced enquiries from
automotive: Cushman & Wakefield could only
identify circa 500,000 square feet of take-up directly
linked to the automotive sector, compared to 1
million last year and nearly 1.5 million in 2014. Takeup was also held back by a lack of sites, especially
for larger buildings.

•

•

•

•

•
•

Interestingly, Cushman & Wakefield continues to
report strong demand for freehold occupation,
although there is a scarcity of this product on the
market.
With Grade A stock accounting for three quarters of
total demand, Grade A availability rose slightly
(+10%) over the year to 3.7 million square feet in
what was a record year for speculative deliveries in
the West Midlands (2.4 million square feet). Total
availability rose by 6% to 8.1 million square feet.
Availability of product drove take-up in the 100150,000 square feet size bracket, with 23 units
available at the end of 2018, compared with 34 in
2017. Supply on the other hand rose in the 50100,000 square feet category to 22 units, from 17
last year.

Prime annual rental growth for larger units was 1.3%
last year.
Prime logistics yields range from 4.75% in
Birmingham to 5.75% in Telford and
Wolverhampton, reflecting a regional average of
5.30% in Q4 2018.
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That, however, did not prevent a new headline rent
being achieved for this type of product in
Birmingham: £6.85/square foot/annum achieved by
Barberry 65 at Birmingham’s Advanced
Manufacturing Hub.
At the larger end of the market, Panattoni’s
Wolverhampton 450 (448,089 square feet) reached
practical completion in Q4, and will test demand for
large speculatively built units in the region.
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Take-up & availability

East Midlands
8

•

•

•

A spate of large BTS transactions bolstered take-up,
with East Midlands Gateway and the Midlands
Logistics Park (where Bosch recently signed for
943,375 square feet) accounting for the bulk of prelets during the year (3.8 million square feet).
Demand for spec-built space was also robust, with
1.5 million square feet taken-up including a number
of units built in 2016 on the M1 corridor such as
Optimus 277 (277,000 square feet) and Alchemi
(195,000 square feet).
This demand contributed to stabilise the supply of
Grade A stock that declined slightly over the year to
4.0 million square feet over 18 buildings, or 56% of
total availability. Total availability fell by 24% to 7.2
million square feet.

•

Availability fell the most in the 150-200,000 square
feet category, where there was only one available
unit at the end of 2018, compared with 12 in 2017.

•

In the meantime, the East Midlands continues to
have the greatest availability of units above 200,000
square feet -16 - with the largest unit being
Panattoni’s Nottingham 550 (550,000 square feet,
due to PC in Q1 2019).

•

•

•
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The bulk of space was transacted in Q1 (3.1 million
square feet) and Q4 (2.1 million square feet), with
3PLs taking the lion’s share of take-up (46%),
followed by e-commerce (29%).

In the same size category, IM Properties are
bringing forward a 532,000 square feet facility at
Hinckley, Leicester, while Prologis are on site
building 535,000 square feet at DIRFT.
Prime rents for larger units were virtually flat during
the year, while prime rents for units in the 50100,000 square feet size bracket grew by 3.3% on
average.
Prime average logistics yields stabilised at 5.20%.
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•

2018 was a record-breaking year for the East
Midlands logistics market, with take-up reaching 6.9
million square feet, the highest level ever recorded.
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•

-24%
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Take-up & availability

North West

After a slow start, the North West logistics market
finished the year on a high, with 2.4 and 2 million
square feet transacted in Q3 and Q4 respectively.

•

As a result, annual take-up reached 5.7 million
square feet, a level not seen since 2013.

•

Both the number of deals (40 - compared with a fiveyear average of 31) and size (with 7 deals above
300,000 square feet) contributed to this result.

•

3PLs were the most active occupier group,
accounting for 30% of take-up by volume (compared
with a five-year average of 17%), on a par with
manufacturing.

•

While pre-lets reached a three-year high at just over
1 million square feet, and speculative space
continued to be taken-up at a steady pace (1.2
million square feet), it was existing second-hand
space that drove leasing activity (61% of the total).

•

However, the combination of some large units
returning to market and continued appetite for
speculative development, with Bericote underway on
525,000 square feet at M6 Major in Haydock (the
largest unit being spec-built in the North) was such
that total availability rose by 21% over the year to 11
million square feet. Total Grade A availability was up
by 30% to 3.2 million square feet.

•

However, recent rents achieved for new build and
well-located second-hand stock is indicative of a
balanced market: Logistics 175 set a new headline
rent of £6.75/square foot/annum for Manchester,
while Kellog’s former unit (K333 at Trafford Park)
achieved a high rent of £6.40/square foot/annum.

•
•
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As a result, prime rental growth for larger units
reached 4.2% during the year.
Prime yields in Manchester tightened by 25bps over
the year to 4.75%, bringing the regional average to
5.25%, from 5.40% in 2017.
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3PLS BOOST DEMAND
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Take-up & availability

South West

•

•

•

•

•

Take-up in the South West failed to keep pace with
the levels achieved in 2016 and 2017 (4 million
square feet+) and fell by 60% compared to 2017 to
1.7 million square feet. This volume also represents
a 50% decline relative to the five-year average (3.4
million square feet).
The performance is attributable both to a decline in
the number of deals completed (13, compared to
24/25 in 2016 and 2017) and a noticeable lack of
mega-deals that bolstered take-up over the same
period (e.g. The Range and Amazon in Avonmouth).
Nonetheless, underscoring the healthy market
fundamentals, 2018 saw a number of deals setting
new headline rents, including the letting of units G2
at Horizon 38 in Filton, Bristol, to Apec Braking
(£7.25/square foot/annum) and the letting of a
220,000 square unit to Iceland Foods at Symmetry
Park Swindon (£6.75/square foot/annum).
Meanwhile, a return of speculative development is
helping replenishing supply of Grade A space and
will be instrumental in supporting take-up going
forward.
As at Q4 there were over 780,000 square feet
underway across 8 units, ranging between 50150,000 square feet and primarily located in the
Bristol/Avonmouth and Swindon areas.

New product will continue to test prime rents, which
grew by 4.0% over the year for larger sheds.

•

Prime average logistics yields tightened by nearly
15bps during the year to 5.30%.
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The development pipeline is increasing, with new
sites being brought forward, including Barwood
Capital and Trebor Developments’ Portside Park in
Avonmouth, which recently secured planning
consent for up to 150,000 square feet of space, and
More+ Central Park, where over half a million
square feet will be delivered in two phases.

•

+23%
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SPECULATIVE DEVELOPMENT PICKS-UP
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Take-up & availability

Yorkshire & Humberside

Total availability at
the end of 2018
-8%

Take-up in Y&H rebounded in 2018 after a quiet
2017, reaching 2.1 million square feet, while
remaining 20% below the five-year average of 2.6
million square feet.

•

The year ended how it started, with a 360,000
square feet pre-let at Logics Leeds, to Amazon. In
Q1, it was Premier Farnell that took a similar amount
of space at the same site.

•

Positively, 2018 also saw the letting of a number of
speculatively built units that had been vacant since
2016 such as Mountpark Wakefield (133,445 square
feet) and Helix at Gateway 36, Barnsley (75,200
square feet). Another unit developed speculatively in
the same year is also understood to be under offer.

•

•

Diminishing Grade A availability (which fell below 1
million square feet for the first time in our record in
Q2) is fuelling speculative construction, with circa
815,000 square feet underway, a post-GFC high.
Big Box development has returned to the region,
with two 200,000 square feet+ units under
construction: a 278,000 square feet unit at G Park
Doncaster, and Super G (259,000 square feet) at
Castleford, both scheduled for completion in Q2
2019.

•

Grade A availability has risen marginally since H1
returning to its 2017 levels (1.7 million square feet
across 11 units), while total overall availability is
down 8% over the year to 4.6 million square feet.

•

The bulk of supply remains in the 50-100,000
square feet category, with 23 units available at as at
Q4 2018.

•

•

Prime rents grew on average by 5.5% last year for
larger units, with new product in this category
quoting rents of £6-6.25/square foot/annum.
Prime logistics yield in Leeds tightened by 25bps
during the year to 5.0%. Regionally, yields averaged
5.50% at the end of 2018.
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RETURN OF BIG BOX DEVELOPMENT
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Take-up & availability

Wales
4

•

In fact, total availability has fallen sharply over the
year by 42% to 3.2 million square feet, from 5.6
million square feet. As at end 2018, there were only
2 units totalling just over 400,000 square feet that
could be categorised as Grade A.
Cushman & Wakefield are aware of over 1 million
square feet of current occupier requirements, and it
is hard to see how many of these requirements
could be satisfied given the current demand-supply
imbalance.

•

However, there are signs this is gradually being
addressed, with new sites now coming forward
including ABP Business Park in Cardiff, 40 acres of
outline consented land capable of delivering up to
500,000 square feet of space.

•

Likewise, at Celtic Business Park in Newport St
Modwen is looking to build speculatively circa
130,000 square feet of space for late 2019 – at a
quoting rent understood to be in the region of
£6.50/square foot/annum.

•

2
1
0

Take-up was split between Grade B (65%) and
Grade C (35%) stock, highlighting the severe
shortage of good quality industrial accommodation
in the region.

•

•

3

In the meantime, the long-awaited abolition of the
M4 toll charge on the Prince of Wales Bridge should
assist to improve journey times, increase labour
movement and reduce the disparity in industrial land
values between South East Wales and the more
mature Avonmouth market (there is circa a
£150,000-£175,000 per acre differential at present).
The prime average yield for South Wales remained
stable during the year at 5.40%
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•

Logistics take up in South Wales in Q4 2018 totalled
174,000 square feet, bringing the annual total to 2.3
million square feet, a decline of 18% and 14%
compared to 2017 and the five-year average
respectively.
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LACK OF STOCK HOLDS BACK DEMAND
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Take-up & availability

North East
7

•

•

•

Take-up was buoyed by Amazon expanding its
distribution footprint into the region with a 1.5 million
square feet fulfilment centre (GF + 2 mezzanines) in
Darlington in Q3, and a 2 million square feet
fulfilment centre (GF+3 mezzanines) in Durham in
Q4.
It was not just the size but also the volume of
transactions that supported activity, with 20 deals
completed over the year, compared to a five-year
average of 15.
Amazon is rumoured to be looking to add another
DC in the region, while Cushman and Wakefield are
also aware of at least two requirements linked to
Nissan totalling some 435,000 square feet that are
likely to be satisfied through build-to-suit solutions.

•

In fact, the lack of readily available high-quality
space remains one of the biggest challenges for the
North East market, with just one Grade A unit
available at the end of 2018.

•

As a result, speculative development is back on the
agenda, albeit on a limited scale: Buccleuch
Property and Argon Properties for example are in
discussion with funders to speculatively build
157,000 square feet unit at Velocity 194 near
Nissan’s plant in Washington.

•

•

Prime rents for larger units have been stable over
the past year, although new supply is likely to
improve the rental tone with proposed schemes
quoting rents of £6/square foot/annum, compared to
£5.50/square foot/annum as at Q4 2018.
Newcastle’s prime logistics yield remained largely
stable during the year at 5.25%.

6

Million square feet

2018 was an exceptional year for the North East
market. On the back of a very strong Q4 where 3
million square feet transacted, annual take-up
soared to an all-time high of 6 million square feet,
beating the previous record of 2.5 million square feet
achieved in 2015.
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AMAZON DRIVES TAKE-UP TO NEW HIGH
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Take-up & availability

Scotland
LACK OF PRODUCT HINDERS TAKE-UP
•

•

•

Take-up of units of 50,000 units and above reached
450,000 square feet in 2018, a 70% decline relative
to 2017.
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The key deal of the year was the purchase by
Brewdog of Vertex, a 129,000 facility spec-built in
2011 at Eurocentral Business Park, sold for a high
capital value of £60/square foot. In Q3, Wincanton
leased 95,000 square feet at the same site.
In Q4, Joseph Parr Group purchased 47,222 square
feet at 5 Ashley Drive, Bothwell, from Haemonetics
for £900,0000, reflecting a capital value of
£19.05/square foot.
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Availability by size bracket

While requirements tend to be traditionally focussed
on smaller sub-50,000 square feet units, low take-up
primarily reflects a shortage of available options,
particularly for freehold occupation, rather than a
lack of enquiries.

•

The level of occupier interest registered by poorly
located/low specification properties is an indication
of the continuing mismatch between demand and
supply.

•

In fact, as at end 2018, only 2.3 million square feet
of space was available, with the majority of this
(70%) being second-hand Grade C stock.

•

With no larger speculative developments on the
horizon, the lack of good quality stock across the
region will remain unaddressed for the foreseeable
future.

•

Prime rents for larger units remained stable over the
year.
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•

Prime average logistics yields on the other hand
moved in by over 30bps during the year to 6.0%.
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Number of buildings
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Selected Occupier Transactions, Q4
Region

Address/Property

Square Feet

Occupier

Rent
(£/sq ft/year)

North East

Integra 61

1,992,061

Amazon

n/a

East Midlands

Midlands Logistics Park

943,375

BSH (Bosch)

n/a

East Midlands

Barlborough Links

501,751

Amazon

n/a

Yorkshire

Logic, Leeds

360,000

Amazon

8.0

North West

Middlewich 353

353,497

Go Outdoors

4.1

North West

K333

333,562

AKW

6.4

South West

Unit 1, Symmetry Park, Swindon

221,320

Iceland Foods

6.75

East Midlands

Tornado 186

186,695

Wayfair

6.75

North West

Logistics 175

175,000

MBDA

6.75

London

DC3 A&B Prologis Park West London

152,300

Virtus

15.5

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

Selected Investment Transactions, Q4
Region

Property

Primarily West Midlands GULF Portfolio
North East
East Midlands

Amazon DC,
Integra 61, Durham
Bosch DC, Midlands
Logistics Park, Corby

Buyer

Seller

Square
feet

Price
(million £)

Yield

Ascendas REIT

Griffin Capital

2,865,205 257.4

5.3%

Tritax Big Box

Citrus Group

1,992,061 147.3

5.3%

Tritax Big Box

Mulberry
Developments

945,375

89.3

5.1%

877,413

85.4

5.5%

37.86

4.86%

413,959

31.7

5.0%

Midlands

Clipstone Portfolio

Aberdeen Standard Clipstone REIT

Yorkshire

Amazon DC, Doncaster

NFU Mutual

Yorkshire

Eddie Stobart DC,
Sherburn-in-Elmet

Roebuck AM OBO
SEDCO Holdings
NFU Mutual
and Palmer Capital
Partners

East Midlands

Alloga DC, Castlewood
Gazeley
Business Park, Nottingham

CWC Group

249,500

25.9

4.2%

North West

Revolution Park, Chorley

Colliers Capital

BA Pension Fund

180,000

20.35

4.64%

West Midlands

Midpoint 105, Minsworth

Royal London

Goldman Sachs

105,506

12.35

5.0%

Source: Cushman & Wakefield, RCA

Aberdeen Standard 415,065
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Occupier transactions; 2018; by type of building

Grade A
Grade B
Grade C
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